" The internal development of mind, so far as it is historical, belongs as mucli as the external events of politics, to the department of human history."
As nations and empires rise and fall, so of course the intellectual character of its members will flourish and decay. We must not, however, strictly measure the one by the other, nor must we always refer the political decline of an empire merely to a decadence of its intellectual energies. Young nations will again and again begin de novo?so that, however they may profit by the records and the wisdom of their predecessors, the universal mind is, as it were, broken up into sections, and we must often be content with tracing the psychical development of a nation as almost isolated from the influence of others. Now if the globe were tenanted by one solitary being, it would be almost a folly to write about the development of his intellect. This tenant of the creation would, in the absence of psychical collision, be in every sense of the word a mere egotist?a slave to his animal instinct: his mind would ever centre in itself; for he would experience no blending of thought,?no excitement of the higher sympathies. INI 
